
Grid Instructions V2

Introduction

Difference from V1 and V2 Grid instructions

The grid V1 option is still a viable option for having a coordinate setup with your glowforge. The key
difference with this V2 is that you no longer have to add in a value to translate between what you set up
as a coordinate and what you use. In V1 I had the x and y shift .5 and so any time you use the coordinate
then you had to add .5 to x and y values. The reason why that had to happen was because (0, 0) is not a
printable coordinate for the glowforge. With V2, (0, 0) is still not a printable coordinate but I have the
grid just starting at (1, 1). This means the values you see in the grid will directly translate to the values
you want to use in the app. The tradeoff is that any point on the x-axis or y-axis that is less than 1, will not
be on the printed grid. It will make more sense in the instructions but with the V2 grid, when you set
something on a coordinate on the grid, you will set the same coordinate in the app and you do not have to
adjust anything.

The other key difference on V2 is that it will focus more on using the grid to engrave items that would not
fit in the glowforge with the crumb tray. The V2 instructions will actually not use the crumb tray at all.
This is fine to do if you are not cutting with the glowforge. If you are cutting an item with the glowforge
then you should have your crumb tray in and this guide on a grid is really not useful for cutting projects.

Grid lineup jig

If you have seen photos of me using a grid then you probably have noticed 3D printed L shaped parts
along the front door of my glowforge. Those are parts that I use to help me align up my grid with the bed
of the glowforge in a repeatable way. The 3D parts are certainly nice but there is no reason why the same
logic cant be applied to logo based jig. So for the purpose of this guide, I made two lego jigs that look like
this. This is the lego jigs in comparison to my 3D printed ones
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Making the grid

I focus on using the front left of the glowforge bed as my anchor point where I can repeat its setup.
To do this with the legos:

1.      Set the L shaped grid lineup jig in the bed of the glowforge and line it up with the edge of
the metal plate in your glowforge bed and the other jig also along the front metal plate:

Note: If you rather have the legos up against the front of the glowforge then you can, just make
sure anything you set up is something your printhead can clear. I am just using the border of the
metal plate in this example.

2.     Set raisers in the bed that will be able to raise your draftboard to the needed height for the
glowforge to be able to print on it. I use 3D printed blocks that are 1.4” tall so that the draftboard
will be 1.4” off the base of the glowforge.

3.     Set your draftboard in the glowforge and line up with your grid lineup jig. You can you your
second jig lineup to make sure the right corner of the jig. Make sure you do not move the lego
jigs:
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Upload grid file and print grid
1) Upload the Grid V2 file to the glowforge app

You will notice that the grid is separated out from the number engraving. This is
because it is important to make sure the grid is placed correctly as opposed to
the number. By focusing on the grid lines first it will also help communicate the
logic behind this grid and so you can expand on it if you want.

2) Select the grid layer and set up the positioning fields exactly as shown below:

3) Select the grid layer to score and the number layer to ignore

4) Print the grid layer
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5) Once the grid layer is done, move the numbers layer so it will line up with the grid layer
as shown below.

The coordinates of the number layer dont really matter as much because the value of the
grid is the lines. You will notice when lining up the number layer that you might
accidentally grab the grid layer and move it around. This is why we isolated out the grid
layer. It can get easy to mess up when setting up the numbers.

I also know I could have made the numbers and grid layer grouped together with the file
but explaining where to set the coordinates at with that would take away from the
understanding of what I actually am trying to accomplish when making the grid, which is
coordinates that line up with your interface.

6) Engrave the number
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Using the grid
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I figure it is easier to explain how to use the grid with examples…..

Example 1: Coasters
For this example I am using the grid to engrave on marble wood coasters. The wooden part of
the coaster is 2”x4” and the coasters.

Step 1) Set up the grid
The marble coasters are thick enough where I need to lower my raisers to 1.2”. This
means the grid will be 1.2” from the base of the glowforge as opposed to the 1.4” it was
when it was printed on, but that is fine. So I set up the grid with the. 12” risers and line
the draftboard back up with my 3D printed lineup jigs. If you used the legos then you just
put your legos back in the glowforge in the same spots and line back up with them.

Step 2) Place item(s) on grid
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Step 3) Create and import your design file
I created a design file that has a 2”x4” square with a “home sweet home” design
centered in the middle.

Step 4) Set focus on the material
In this example I had it set focus on the center coaster but you can set focus anywhere.

Step 5) Enter in the coordinates for each coaster
I only have the “coaster A/B/C/D” text in the app right now so that you can know which coaster I
am referencing when I state the coordinates I used.
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In the image above…
● The center point of the wood part of coaster A is at point (4, 5) on my printed grid. So I

set the position of my design at (4, 5) in the glowforge app
● The center point of the wood part of coaster B is at point (9, 5) on my printed grid. So I

set the position of my design at (9, 5) in the glowforge app
● The center point of the wood part of coaster C is at point (14, 5) on my printed grid. So I

set the position of my design at (14, 5) in the glowforge app
● The center point of the wood part of coaster D is at point (9, 9) on my printed grid. So I

set the position of my design at (9, 9) in the glowforge app

You will notice that in my picture from the app, coasters A and C do not look like they line up, yet
the design will print on point.

Note: I should probably clarify that the box I have around the “home sweet home” design is
ignored in my print and if you are planning to use a centerpoint for your design, you don't need
to have the box around the design. I would have had the same results if my design file was just
the text. The reason why I put a box around my design is just because I might choose to use the
edge points of a design instead of its center.

Step 6) Print
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Example 2: Cheese plane
For this example I am using the grid to engrave a cheese plane

Step 1) Set up the grid
The cheese plane is thick and so I am lowering my grid to .8” from the bed of the
glowforge. So I set up the grid with the .8” risers and line the draftboard back up with my
3D printed lineup jigs.

Step 2) Place item(s) on grid
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Step 3) Create and import your design file
For this example I made a design file with a 4”x.75” box that has “home sweet home” centered
in the middle

Step 4) Set material height
For this example I manually set my material height as opposed to trying to have the glowforge
focus on the cheese plane

Step 5) Enter in the coordinates
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The center point of the wood handle is (2.5, 3) on the grid and so I set the center point of my
design to (2.5, 3) on the app.

Step 6) Print
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And if you are wondering how this cheese plane was set up, I made sure to do it in a way where
I will never give reason for the glowforge to pass over the metal part of the plane (it might not
clear it).


